
Instructions for Eroscan Hearing System 
 
Instructions for testing: 

1. Have child sit in chair facing away from you. 
2. Ask them if they will hold the hand piece for you and instruct them not to press any buttons. 

Tell them that when you put the ear tip into their ear they will hear some beeping sounds and 
that they need to listen carefully and not talk. 

3. Clip ear piece to the center back of their shirt.  
4. Turn on hand piece using large button with the arrow. 
5. Using the appropriate size tip, place the probe into their ear canal obtaining a seal. 
6. Press the Left or Right arrow (depending on which ear you placed the probe in). 
7. If you do not obtain a seal try again. 
8. Obtain results for the ear. 
9. Repeat with the other ear. 
10.  Place hand piece onto base and push teal button on the printer. 
11. If the hand piece has turned off, turn it back on to print. 
12. Make sure before you rip the paper out of the printer that you pull it up a little bit so the bottom 

of the results do not get separated. 
13. WRITE THE CHILD’S NAME ON THE SLIP. 
14. Whole punch and place in the health section of the child’s file and write the result into Running 

Records. 
15.  Clean dirty tips using the alcohol wipes provided in each kit. 
16. All dirty tips should be cleaned prior to the machine being returned. 
17.  Check the machine to make sure all parts are in the bag before being returned to Lisa at 

Silver Street. 
18. If anything is broken or not functioning properly report this to Lisa at the time you are returning 

the machine. 
Tips: 

1. If the child receives a “refer” try again immediately with that ear to make sure it was not an 
error in how the test was conducted. 

2. The machine only remembers the last two tests.  Make sure to print once you have tested both 
ears.  (IF you have to redo the second ear because it was a refer, print before you rescreen or 
you will lose the results of the first ear.) 

3. If the final result is a refer then rescreen the child again in 4-6 weeks. 
4. After the initial hearing screening on each child send home the letter telling the 

parents/guardians the results (& keep a copy in the child’s file). 
5. If you have to rescreen a child in 4-6 weeks after you rescreen the child, provide the parents 

the results of the screening.  If they still score a rescreen then provide the parent with the refer 
letter recommending  they follow-up with their health care provider. 

Parts: 
1. Hand piece with attached ear probe. 
2. Hand piece receiver with wire to connect to Printer. 
3. Printer with cord to plug into wall. 
4. Plastic box of ear probe tips. 
5. Plastic bag with extra yellow and red child ear probe tips. 
6. Spare paper roll. 
7. Manual. 


